Understanding the Green Home Transaction
A green or efficient home often looks like any other home. The features that improve their performance
are often invisible to the naked eye. That’s what makes these homes both unique and challenging – and
why buyer and listing agents need extra resources to help clients during a green or efficient home
transaction. And that’s why disclosure and third-party verifications are never more critical than when
you are helping a client buy or sell a green or efficient home.
The best way to make the invisible advantages visible during a green home transaction is to make
disclosure and third-party details about the home easily accessible to all parties and partners. This
section outlines what you need to know when you work with partners like appraisers, attorneys and
home inspectors during a green home transaction:
Listing Input
Searching for Green Homes
Financing, Appraisal and Closing
MRED’s Green MLS fields were designed with this disclosure in mind, from listing input, to search, to
contract contingencies, appraisal and closing. Check the Learn about MRED green fields section for
step-by-step field information.

Listing Input
Green is truly in the eye of the beholder! Some sellers may have pursued sustainable products like
bamboo floors. Some buyers may only be seeking homes with proven energy savings. Green fields are
located throughout ConnectMLS to help you best promote your clients’ green features. These fields
were strategically chosen to ensure listings can showcase green features without requiring pages and
pages of field options. The fields also ensure that buyers and sellers can agree to their mutual definition
of green, and how that might be reflected
in the sales terms.
Listing a home with green features is a
three-step process:
Step 1 - Flag the home as green.
Use the “Green Supporting
Documents?” field, and select
“Yes”.

Step 2 – Verify. Many green technologies are new, or new to homes in our market. So the
chance for errors, confusion or even greenwashing (making something that is not green, appear
to be green) is high. Nothing protects you or your seller better than asking the client to describe
the green features of a home, or share any assessments by a professional third-party. When
you select “Yes” as above, you will have the option to select up to three options from 14
selections to verify what makes your listing green! Choices include certifications for both new
and existing homes, as well as popular scoring, testing and disclosure options. Look for full
details in the Green Room Online Library: Approved MRED Green Supporting Documents &
Sponsoring Programs.

Step 3 – Add details. The best place to describe what makes your green listing special is in the
SREA Green Disclosure Form. Your seller can fully outline green products, features and building
practices featured in the home and then attach this disclosure to the listing.

See the Chicago Green MLS video for more information on MRED green fields. Or jump Learn
about MRED green fields section.

Searching for Green Homes
Green technology is evolving and improving fast. When dealing with green or efficient homes it is
important to always present yourself as the “source of the source” of more information, rather than a
green expert. MRED’s green field design encourages this. When helping clients search for a green
home, the green fields are organized with two levels of details. Understanding these levels will help you
share information with clients in the most useful way – and will also help you understand when clients
should reach out to green experts to confirm the details in a home. This approach will protect your
clients from potential greenwashing, and will protect you from liability.
Level One – Third-Party Verified Documentation: Search using the “Green Supporting
Documents?” and/or “Attached Disclosures” field to get the highest-level of green information –
and all of it confirmed by the seller or a professional third-party (i.e., a green expert). Once you
find listings that have green supporting documentation you can review the actual documents
attached to the property.

Then look for the supporting documents by clicking “Additional Information” in the upper right
corner of the listing results.

Level Two – Green Fields: Fields such as HERS Index Score and Energy/Green Building Rating
Source and Green Features allow you to search for specific level of “green-ness” or features. It
is important for the buyer to confirm the information listed in these fields if supporting
documents are not attached.

Financing, Appraisal and Closing
When buyer and seller come together for a green home sale there is often an appreciation of the green
elements of the home that is reflected in the sales terms, usually the sales price. All the third-party
documentation that made these often invisible features obvious to the buyer are equally important
through to closing. For example, lenders may need this information for buyers to qualify for special
green loans and home inspectors may be able to confirm green building design they will encounter.
It is especially important for appraisers to understand these features when they are called to assess the
value of the property.
In September, 2011 the Appraisal Institute released the Green & Energy Efficiency Addendum. This form
is designed to allow appraisers to capture the important green features of a home when appropriate,
and calculate any value that may be related to benefits like energy savings.
While this form is helpful to green home sellers, the majority of appraisers have not yet encountered
this addendum. Therefore, if you are representing a green home seller it is especially important to
understand how the green appraisal process works, how MRED fields support this, and how best to
guide your client through it:

1. Green Competency and Appraisal Assignment
2. Preparing for the Appraisal
3. Getting a Second Opinion

1. Green Competency and Appraisal Assignment
Legislation like the Home Valuation Code of Conduct put an important separation between lender and
appraiser. So while a lender or client cannot select an appraiser, the client still has a right to a
competent appraiser. You wouldn’t expect a condo appraiser to assess horse property. Likewise, a
green home seller should expect an appraiser who understands green building. The problem is that
green is a newer trend, and most appraisers do not have training on green practices. A listing agent can
support their green home client by explaining the appraisal competency rule to all parties, and
encouraging the buyer and lender to work in additional time to have the best qualified appraiser
assigned.

2. Preparing for the Appraisal
The inventory of green and efficient homes is still growing in our area. Therefore, the listing agent may
need to do additional prep work to determine if any comparable green homes have sold recently. Since
many of MRED’s green fields are new, this may involve some manual digging to find out.
Appraisers who are leading the work on green home valuation recommend listing agents also make the
following data available during a green home appraisal:





Details on any green certificates, ratings, scores or tests on file - Use Green Supporting
Documents Field
Provide one-year history of utility usage - Use Green Supporting Documents Field
Document specific features and products – Use SREA Green Disclosure Form
Optional – Outline specifically how the home surpasses minimum code requirements

Additional Resources: Appraisal Institute - Valuing High Performance Houses
3. Getting a Second Opinion
Unfortunately there is often a big learning curve for all the parties involved in a green home transaction
today. From buyer or listing agent to appraiser and underwriter, chances are someone in your
transaction chain will be new to green buildings. Therefore it is important to manage expectations. Be
prepared to encounter issues like the appraisal coming in low because green features were not
considered. Or possibly underwriting does not have enough data to approve the added value for green.
It is important to understand options during a green home transaction. If the closing process gets off
track – is there time or budget to hire a second appraiser? Can the seller provide the details to satisfy

the underwriter? Remember to keep focused on the goal of getting to closing, that these homes require
additional legwork on the part of the buyer, seller and their representatives and that it’s important to
ask good questions and to have multiple options when problems may arise.

